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ABSTRACT

Performance characteristics of two multiple-ring diffuser

eductors were determined from collected data. The performance

characteristics of a five ring diffuser model were compared

with a geometrically similar model tested in cold flow. Model

similarity for comparison was maintained through the Mach

number.

Both models were tested in a turbulent cross-flow simula-

ting a 29.5 knot relative wind. Minor improvement in the

pumping coefficient was seen to occur when cross-flow was

introduced.

External surface temperature measurements along the model

assembly were recorded by two methods for comparative analysis.

The effect of cross-flow is seen in a significant surface

temperature reduction in the shroud assembly while apparent

degradation of film cooling effectiveness at the diffuser

rings resulted in minimal temperature change. N
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increased introduction of marine gas turbines into

naval ship propulsion plants has presented several problems

associated with the attendant high mass flow rates and esca-

lating operating temperatures presented by these units.

Exhaust gas temperatures above 900 degrees Fahrenheit

develop an exhaust plume with an intense infrared signature

providing a target source for heat seeking offensive weapons.

Additionally, these high temperatures can significantly

degrade the performance of mast mounted electronic equip-

ments, and provide an undesirable environment for helicopter

operations.

Investigations conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School

have shown considerable promise in alleviation of these

problems by reducing the exhaust gas temperatures through

the use of multiply-shrouded eductor systems which induce

both secondary and tertiary air into the primary flow stream

under turbulent conditions. Significant temperature reduc-

tions have been realized with this relatively simple appara-

tus with latest developments resulting in both size and

weight reductions. It is important to note that these temper-

ature reductions have been achieved without an unacceptable

degradation of engine performance.
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The gas eductor system has proven more feasible than the

alternatives of water injection or energy recovery systems

(when specifically utilized with the main propulsion engines).

It should be noted however that significant promise exists

for an energy recovery system such as RACER (Rankine Cycle

Energy Recovery) which is currently receiving some interest

for installation in the follow-on ships of the DDG-51 class.

The mixing process under the turbulent conditions en-

countered in the gas eductor is complex and not well under-

stood although significant research efforts are being directed

at a better understanding of the phenomenon. Dividing

operation of gas eductors into three regimes on the basis

of Mach number, the first regime (M>1.0) becomes of interest

in applications such as thrust augmentation for aircraft and

rocket engines, the second regime (0.4<M>0.6) is especially

relevant to thrust enhancement in Vertical Takeoff or Landing

(VTOL) aircraft, and the last regime (M<0.2) is the range of

interest in dilution cooling of engine exhaust glows. This

latter regime is of direct interest to this research and

that of ongoing research at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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II. BACKGROUND

Naval combatant vessels having marine gas turbine pro-

pulsion units currently utilize simple gas eductor systems.

The design of gas eductors for destroyers of the DD-963

class was guided by Charwat [Ref. 1] at the University of

California at Los Angeles and uses a solid wall mixing stack

which re' 's on the length of the mixing stack to provide

complete mixing. Initial investigations at the Naval

Postgraduate School, which began in 1976, involved deter-

mination of the effects of various parameters on the pump-

ing and mixing performance of gas eductors. The ultimate

objectives of both past and present research is to effect

reductions in the size and weight of the fabricated eductor

structure while optimizing eductor performance specifically

in terms of plume temperature and stack surface temperature.

A. THE TEST FACILITIES

To carry out the aforementioned research objectives, two

test facilities have been constructed. The first facility,

the "cold flow" facility, readily permits rapid evaluation

of a wide variety of eductor configurations. Its primary

benefit is the expediency of data collection resulting from

easily fabricated models which to not undergo high tempera-

tures in the testing cycle. Additionally, inexpensive

22



materials afford evaluation of numerous models at minimal

cost. The second test facility, the "hot flow" facility,

is designed to test models at actual operating temperatures.

In addition to confirming the pumping characteristics of

geometrically similar models tested in cold flow, it provides

the needed data on exhaust temperatures and stack surface

temperatures.

B. INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS AT NPS

The initial investigation of gas eductor performance at

the Naval Postgraduate School was undertaken by Ellin [Ref.

2]. This work was based on a simple one dimensional gas

eductor model developed by Pucci [Ref. 3]. Testing three

basic eductor geometries, Ellin attempted to determine the

effects of varying the area of the primary jet with respect

to the area of the mixing stack. Ellin verified a correla-

tion between dimensionless parameters representing the

pressure depression in and the induced flow from a secondary

environment by the eductor. These parameters were suggested

by a one dimensional analytic model. Ellin's work was

followed by Moss (Ref. 4], and Harrell (Ref. 51.

The work of Ellin, Moss, and Harrell was conducted ex-

clusively in the cold flow facility, and it was considered

essential that actual operating conditions be investigated

to verify these results. Ross (Ref. 6] undertook the actual

construction, calibration, and test verification of the hot

23



flow test facilty. Under the recommendations of the previous

researchers, Welch [Ref. 7] conducted the initial hot flow

testing using a four nozzle, solid walled mixing stack

eductor.

C. IMPROVEMENTS IN MIXING STACK CONFIGURATION

Reports of significant pressure depression throughout

the length of the original straight, solid walled mixing

stacks suggested that additional, or tertiary flow could be

induced into the mixing stack along its length. Additionally,

it was considered that this flow could be used to reduce ex-

ternally detectable surface temperatures by means of film

cooling. Staehli and Lemke [Ref. 8] investigated the use

of cooling ports in the mixing stack at the cold flow facility

to determine its potential.

Hill (Ref. 9] followed Welch in hot flow testing and con-

sidered the performance of a slotted mixing stack under actual

operating parameters. Eick [Ref. 101 and Kavalis [Ref. 11]

conducted follow-on research in the hot flow test facility

using the slotted mixing stack with multiply-shrouded eductors

and observed excellent results confirming the cold flow

analysis.

D. CURRENT OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this investigation were to verify the

high temperature performance of an eductor configuration

24
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tested by Pritchard [Ref. 121 in the cold flow facility,

conduct calibration of the entrance nozzle for more accurate

determination of air mass flow rates, and determine the

effects of turbulent cross-flow on eductor performance.

25
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III. THEORY AND MODELING

Eductors are relatively simple devices in which a jet of

fluid (primary jet) is directed into a co-axial mixing chamber

in such a manner that a volume of secondary fluid becomes en-

trained in the flow and a pumping action occurs. The fluids

may be in liquid or gaseous form, or a combination.

The eductor described in this research is used to pump

gases at relatively low velocities. Of specific considera-

tion is the ability of a relatively hot primary gas jet to

entrain and mix with a cooler ambient fluid (air) to produce

a uniform flow at some desirable intermediate temperature.

Mach number similarity has been chosen as the link in dynamic

similarity between the primary gas flow rates of the models

and the prototype. Dimensionless parameters controlling the

flow are used throughout the analysis. These parameters were

derived from a one-dimensional analysis of a simple eductor.

A. MODELING TECHNIQUE

Based on the average flow properties of the eductor proto-

type, the air flow in the mixing stack eductor system is

turbulent (Re>lO ). As a consequence of this turbulence,

momentum exchange is predominant over shear interaction, and

the kinetic and internal energy terms are more influential

on the flow than are viscous forces. It can be shown that
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the Mach number is a more significant parameter than Reynolds

number in describing this turbulent flow; therefore, as

stated previously, it is the Mach number which has been

maintained to more accurately represent the primary flow

relationship between prototype and model.

B. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE EDUCTOR

The' theoretical analysis of an eductor may be approached

in two ways. One method attempts to analyze the details of

the mixing process of the primary and secondary air stre3ms

as it takes place inside the mixing stack. This requires an

interpretation of the mixing phenomenon which, when applied

to a multiple nozzle system, becomes extremely complex. The

other method, which was chosen here, analyzes the overall

performance of the eductor system and is not concerned with

the actual mixing process. To avoid repetition of previous

reports only the main parameters and assumptions will be

presented here. A complete derivation of the analysis used

can be found in [Ref. 2]and [Ref. 3). The one-dimensional

flow analysis of the simple eductor system (Fig. 1) described

depends on the simultaneous solution of the continuity, momen-

tum, and energy equations coupled with the equation of state,

all compatible with specific boundary conditions.

The idealizations made for simplifying the analysis are

as follows:

1) The flow is steady state and incompressible.
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2) Adiabatic flow exits throughout the eductor with

isentropic flow of the secondary stream from the plenum

(at section 0) to the throat of entrance of the mixing

stack (at section 1) and irreversible adiabatic mixing

of the primary and secondary streams occurs in the mixing

stack (between sections 1 and 2).

3) Isentropic flow of the tertiary flow exists from the

tertiary plenum to the minimum area at Section 2, with irre-

versible adiabatic mixing of the flows between Sections 2

and 3.

4) The static pressure across the flow at the entrance

and exit planes of the mixing-tube (at sections 1 and 2) is

uniform.

5) At the mixing stack entrance (section 1) the primary

flow velocity U and temperature T are uniform across the
p p

primary stream, and the secondary flow velocity Us and temper-

ature T are uniform across the secondary stream, but U does
a p

not equal Us, and T pdoes not equal T.

6) At Section 2, the mixing of primary and secondary

air has an average velocity, UX3 and an average temperature,

T.
x

7) Incomplete mixing of the primary, secondary, and

tertiary streams in the mixing stack is accounted for by

the use of a non-dimensional momentum correction factor Km

which relates the actual momentum rate to the pseudo-rate

based on the bulk-average velocity and density and by the
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use of a non-dimensional kinetic energy correction factor K e

which relates the actual kinetic energy rate to the pseudo-

rate based on the bulk-average velocity and density.

8) Both gas flows behave as perfect gases.

9) Changes in gravitational potential energy are negligible.

10) Pressure changes P osto P. otto 2, P 1 to P2and

P2 to P 3(. a ) are small relative to the static pressure, so

that the gas density is essentially dependent upon temperature

and atmospheric pressure.

11) Wall friction in the mixing stack is accounted for

with the conventional pipe friction factor term based on the

bulk-average flow velocity U m and the mixing stack wall area

A.

The following parameters, defined here for clarity, will

be used in the following development.

A__ ratio of primary flow area to mixing stack
A M cross section area

A W ratio of wall friction area to mixing stack

A M cross sectional area

K P momentum correction factor for primary mixing

K M momentum correction factor mixed flow

f wall friction factor
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Based on the continuity equation, the conservation of

mass principle for steady'flow yields

WM  W + W + W (eqn 3.1)

M P S T

where

Wp = 0pUpAp

Ws PsUsAs

WT - PTUTAT

W T PTU TAT
WM P MUMAM (eqn 3.2)

All of the above velocity and density terms, with the

exception of pM and UM , are defined without ambiguity by

virtue of idealizations (4) and (5) above. Combining equa-

tions (3.1) and (3.2) above, the bulk average velocity at

the exit plane of the mixing stack becomes

W +W +W

UM - -s t p (eqn 3.3)
MAM

where AM is fixed by the geometric configuration and

P
P a (eqn 3.4)

where TM is calculated as the bulk average temperature from

the energy equation (3.11) below. The momentum equation
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stems from Newton's second and third laws of motion and is

the conventional force and momentum-rate balance in fluid

mechanics.

w U W U WU W U
Kp( ) + ( ) + (  ) + P A 1  K( ) + PA + F

P 9c c 9C M 9c 22

(eqn 3.5)

Note the introduction of idealizations (4) and (7). To

account for a possible non-uniform velocity profile across

the primary nozzle exit, the momentum correction factor KP

is introduced here. It is defined in a manner similar to

that of KM and by idealization (5), supported by work conducted

by Moss, it is set equal to unity. K is carried throughP

this analysis only to illustrate its effect on the final

result. The momentum correction factor for the mixing stack

is defined by the relation

K - 1 f 2i U 2 A(n36M W U 0 3 P3dA (eqn 3.6)
m m

where U is evaluated as the bulk-average velocity from equa-

tion (3.3). The wall skin friction force F can be related

to the flow stream velocity by

F -fA --m m (eqn 3.7)
fr 

.

2g c
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using idealization (11). As a reasonably good approximation

for turbulent flow, the friction factor may be calculated

from the Reynolds number

F - 0.046 (Re ) -0.2 (eqn 3.8)
m

Applying the conservation of energy principle to the steady

flow system in the mixing stack between the entrance and

exit plane,

U U Ut

W (h p + _.. _)2gc + 
W 

(h 
+ + 

2 c

p p 2g, s s 2g t 2g

U
2

= WM(h m + Ke 2gc) (eqn 3.9)

neglecting potential energy of position changes (idealization

9). Note the introduction of the kinetic energy correction

factor Kewhich is defined by the relation

Ke- 1 Am 2
Ke = 2  f U3  P3 dA (eqn 3.10)

It may be demonstrated that for the purpose of evaluating

the mixed mean flow temperature Tm the kinetic energy terms

may be neglected to yield

W Ws Wt
+ t

hm -- h s + K ht (eqn 3.11)
M m m

where T O(hm) only, with the idealization (8).
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The energy equation for the isentropic flow of the

secondary air flow from the plenum to the entrance of the

mixing stack may be shown to reduce to

2
os - s Us

0 
2  (eqn 3.12)

similarly, the energy equation for the tertiary air flow

reduces to

2Po - Pt U t

t -2 
(eqn 3.13)

The previous equations may be combined to yield the vacuum

produced by the eductor action in either secondary or tertiary

air plenums. Letting P 3 - Pm P a and assuming that

A3 Am A2 z A 1 and assuming the friction between sections

2 and 3 is negligible, the vacuum produced for the secondary

air plenum is

W p2 W 82A W t2
1 [Kp _E_ + A- (1-1/2 m) +

a os gcAm pApp Aps Atot

W mfAmp (K + (eqn 3.14)

m Am

where it is understood that A and p apply to the primary
P p

flow at the entrance to the mixing stack, A and p apply to

the secondary flow at this same section, and Am and pm apply
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to mixed flow at the exit of the mixing stack system. P is

atmospheric pressure, and is equal to the pressure at the

exit of the mixing stack. Aw is the area of the inside wall

of the mixing stack.

For the tertiary air plenum, the vacuum produced is

W +W 2 Wt  A

ga ot cAm P2Am t Am t

W
2

K m pmA' (eqn 3.15)
mm

where the primary flow now consists of both the primary and

secondary air flows, and where K2 is the momentum correction

factor at section 2.

C. NON-DIMENSIONAL FORM OF THE SIMPLE EDUCTOR EQUATION

In order to satisfy the criteria of geometrically similar

flows, the non-dimensional parameters which govern the flow

must be determined. The aeans chosen for determining these

parameters was to normalize equations (3.14) and (3.15) with

the following dimensionless groupings.

P -Pa P0 a pressure coefficient which compares the

P* 2 pumped head (Pa-Pos) ior the secondary flow

Up- to the driving head (Up 2/2gc) of the primary
2g c flow

Pa'Pot a pressure coefficient which compares the

PT* U pumped head (P a-P ) for the tertiary flow
2 a a 2U to the driving head (U /28c) of the primary

2S flow
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w
a a flow rate ratio, secondary to primary
p mass flow rate

WT* W t a flow rate ratio, tertiary to primary
Wp mass flow rate, Wt*

T

T* s an absolute temperature ratio, secondary
p to primary

TT Tt an absolute temperature ratio, tertiary

to primary, Tt *

Pt

* P 9 a flow density ratio of the secondary to
s P p primary flow. Note that since the fluids

are considered perfect gases,
TPS* =T T -*;I P s 4 P p and P t % P p
s 1

P Pt a flow density ratio of the tertiary or filmt* P
Pp cooling flow to primary flows. (Note that

since the fluids are considered perfect gases
TP * W _- =t T t  T-

A

A s a ratio of secondary flow area to primaryA A p fl w rea Ap flow area

At
At =- a ratio of tertiary flow area to primary

P flow area

With these non-dimensional groupings, equations (3.14) and

(3.15) can be rewritten in dimensionless form.
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A A A +W*T*T-- 2 2 {(K -
-- 8)- W*(1+T*) + A t

2A {Kp A W*(+*AA
m m m t

A A

SW2 T* A - (eqn 3.16)

A* TA* (.p (- j) A m

where

A
K +f - (eqn 3.17)

m

This may be rewritten as

P* . C + C W*(T*+l) + C W* T + C W* 2 T* (eqn 3.18)
Y- 1 2  (3 4 C3

where

A A
C1 = 2-Am (Kp A (eqn 3.19)

A 2

C 2 - -2(A--) A , (eqn 3.20)

m

A A A

C m A- p) B - 8}, (eqn 3.21)
3 A m A* 1  2A*A A

and C4 ' 1(eqn 3.22)
4 At

The additional dimensionless quantities listed below have

been used in past research to correlate the static pressure

distribution down the length of the mixing stack.
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PMS a pressure coefficient which compares the

SPs pumping head (PMS/p s ) for the secondary flow

U = 2  to the driving head (Up 2/2g c) of the primary

2g c  flow, where PMS = static pressure along the

mixing stack length

X ratio of the axial distance from the mixing
D stack entrance to the diameter of the mixing

stack

D. EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION

For the geometries and flow rates investigated, it was

confirmed by Ellin [Ref. 2] and Moss (Ref. 4] that a satis-

factory correlation of the variable P*, T* and W* takes the

from

-- 0 (W*T*n) (eqn 3.23)

where the exponent "n" was determined to be equal to 0.44.

The details of the determination of n - 0.44 as the corre-

lating exponent for the geometric parameters of the gas

eductor model being tested is given by Ellin. To obtain a

gas eductor model's pumping characteristic curve, the exper-

imental data is correlated and analyzed by using equation

(3.23), that is, P*/T* is plotted as a function of W*T*0 4 .

This correlation is used to predict the open to the environ-

ment operating point for the gas eductor model. Variations

in the model's geometry will change the pumping ability,
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which can be evaluated from the plot of equation (3.23).

The value of parameter W*T *  when P*/T* - 0 is referred

to as the pumping coefficient. Since the tertiary flow is

much less than the secondary flow, it has been demonstrated

by Lemke and Staehli (Ref. 8], and Drucker (Ref. 13] that

the pumping characteristic is relatively insensitive to

tertiary flow.

E. PUMPING COEFFICIENT

The pumping coefficient derived from non-dimensional

parameters provides a basis for analyzing the eductor's

pumping capability. Changes in stack geometries such as

L/D ratio, slotting, shrouding, diffuser rings, and spacing

between stack and shroud, and between shroud and diffuser

rings will alter the eductor's pumping performance and the

pumping coefficient. The pumping coefficients for the model

should correspond to the coefficients for the shipboard

eductor system. At the shipboard operating point, the

eductor is exposed to no restrictions in the secondary or

tertiary air flows. In the model, this is simulated by com-

pletely opening the air plenums which provides an open-to-

the-environment simulation. Unfortunately, at this condition

and secondary and/or tertiary air flow rates cannot be measured.

The eductor model's characteristics are first established over

the measurable flow range and then extrapolated to the desired

operation point.
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The data for this extrapolation is established by varying

the associated induced air flow rate, either secondary or

tertiary, from zero to its maximum measurable rate. These

rates are determined by sequentially opening the ASME flow

nozzles mounted to the plenum and recording the pressure

drop across the nozzles. Values for nozzle cross sectional

areas, pressure drops, induced flow are temperatures, and

barometric pressure are then used to calculate the dimension-

less parameters P*/T*, and W*T* The dimensionless para-

meters are then plotted as illustrated in Figure 42. Data

point (1) is the maximum vacuum which is produced by the

eductor with no secondary flow, obtained by closing all AS14E

flow nozzles. Data points in region (2) correspond to opening

most of the ASME flow nozzl.es and the final point corresponds

to opening all flow nozzles. Although the data points in

region 2 appear to be zero or nearly so, they do have a small

finite value. The uncertainty associated with these points

is relatively high with the data collected in this research

considered qualitively accurate to within +0.05 of the re-

ported value which was obtained via linear regression. The

data points in region (3) provide the most consistent and

accurate data. Extrapolation of the pumping characteristic

curve to intersect with the abscissa at P*/T*0O locates the

appropriate operating point for the eductor model configuration .
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The test facility apparatus currently in use was designed,

fabricated, and installed by Ross (Ref. 61 and used by all

follow-on researchers for hot primary flow analysis. A Boeing

502 gas turbine engine combustor section and turbine nozzle

were used to construct the gas generator. Various components

of the engine's fuel system were modified by Ross to support

a simplified combustor layout. Air for combustion is supplied

by a Carrier centrifugal air compressor (three stage) which is

located in building 230 of the NIaval Postgraduate School Annex.

The actual model testing and gas generator operation is con-

trolled from the hot test facility, building 249. Appendix A

provides detailed instructions for safe and proper operation

of the gas generator.

A. COMBUSTOR AIR PATH

Combustion air and cooling air supplied by the centrifugal

air compressor pass from the compressor discharge via under-

ground pipe between buildings 230 and 249. Air enters the

test facility through a vertical standpipe containing an eight

inch butterfly valve in parallel with a remote-manual bypass

globe valve (Figure 16) . This butterfly valve is normally

closed with flow through the bypass valve being of sufficient

volume to operate the gas generator. Figure 7 is the layout

of the gas generator. At the top of the standpipe is a"T
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connection. In one direction flow passes through an eight

inch butterfly valve and enters a short section of piping

which is used by the Aeronautical Engineering Department to

supply various experiments. The second arm of the "T"

supplies the combustion gas generator through an eight inch

to four inch reducing section (entrance nozzle) . The flow

characteristics of this entrance nozzle were determined from

calibration data collected by this researcher and are pre-

sented in Appendix B. The pressure drop across this section

is used to determine the mass flow rate of air through the

gas generator assembly. A linear curve was fit to the data

of Table XXIX for use in data reduction programs. The corre-

lation is presented in Figure 41. Air flow next passes

through a manual isolation valve and enters a splitter section.

In the splitter section, a portion of the air flow is

directed through the motor operated burner air control valve

and the U-tube to the combustor section. The flow character-

istics of this section as determined by Ross are presented

in [Ref. 6]. The remaining air passes through the motor

operated cooling air bypass valve and enters the mixing

section. The mixing section was fabricated by Ross from

the nozzle box of the Boeing engine. A device was installed

in the nozzle box to introduce a swirl into the cooling air

which is counter to that produced by the nozzles. Hot gases

from the combustion section enter the mixing section through
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the nozzles and the effect of the counter-rotating flow is

to produce rapid and thorough mixing. Downstream of the

mixing section is a flow straightener which is followed by

an uptake section which delivers the gas flow to the primary

nozzles.

B. FUEL SYSTEM

1. System Arrangement

Service fuel is stored in a 55 gallon drum mounted

on an elevated stand adjacent to the building. Fuel flows

from the storage tank through a tank isolation valve to a

bulkhead isolation valve located inside building 249. A

tank stripping and drain connection is located in the supply

line outside the building. Adjacent to the interior bulk-

head valve is a thermocouple connection for measuring fuel

temperature. Fuel then passes through the flow measuring

rotameter to a fuel filter. Taking suction on the filter is

a 24V DC motor driven fuel supply pump. This positive dis-

placement pump contains an internal bypass and pressure

regulating feature. Normal pump discharge pressure is 14-16

PSI C..

The supply pump provides positive suction head for

the high pressure pump. This pump has no internal bypass

and must be provided with an external recirculation loop

when in operation. Valves placed in the recirculation are

used to control the pump discharge pressure and thus, the
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flow of fuel to the burner nozzle. Downstream of the recir-

culation connection is a system drain valve and a manually

operated discharge valve, Figure 25. From the discharge

valve, fuel is piped to an electrically operated solenoid

valve located at the entrance to the combustor.

2. Fuel System Flow Rate Measurement and Control

A Fischer Porter Model I0A3565A rotameter is installed

to monitor fuel flow rate. Calibration was performed in place

by Eick using the fuel supply pump to discharge fuel into a

container for a fixed period of time. The quantity of fuel

discharged was weighed on a gram scale and the mass determined.

Flow rate was controlled using a needle valve at the pump out-

let. Rotameter calibration data is given in Table 1. Figure

40 plots fuel mass flow against rotameter reading. A linear

curve fit to the data results in the expression

WF - -3.076 + 0.4048 * ROTA (eqn 4.1)

Hill [Ref. 9] had recommended that the system's fuel

control valve be replaced with a needle valve to improve sen-

sitivity and control. The existing arrangement used a ball

valve mounted on the pump table as a fuel control valve. A

long mechanical linkage extended across the building to the

control station. Not only did this linkage seriously impede

access around the gas generator, but this arrangement made

accurate adjustment of the fuel flow difficult; therefore,
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a 3/8 inch stainless steel tubing was used to extend the high

pressure pump recirculation line to the control station. The

ball valve was retained as the control valve and mounted on

the bench at the control station. This valve permits the

operator to rapidly select any desired operating pressure in

a single motion.

To increase the sensitivity of the fuel control valve,

a needle valve was installed in parallel with it close to the

high pressure pump, Figure 25. This valve, which is always

partially open, permits flow through the recirculation line

even when the fuel control valve is fully closed. Thus flow

through the pump is assured even when both the fuel control

and the pump discharge valves are closed.

This needle valve ("trimmer" valve) is used to estab-

lish the range of control for the fuel control valve. When

properly adjusted this system provides smooth operation over

a range of high pressure pump discharge pressures from 80 to

350 psig. Since the high pressure pump's maximum output

pressure is specified to be 375 psig, control is obtained

over most of the pump's useful range. Fuel pressure is

easily adjusted to within 5 psig of a desired setpoint and

with some care can accurately be varied in increments as

small as 2 psig.
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C. THE MEASUREMENT PLENUM

1. The Rear Seal

A flexible seal is installed at the rear wall. This

diaphragm seal is formed from a rubberized fabric. The fabric

is bedded in a layer of silicone sealant and clamped to the

uptake with a band clamp. A similar layer of sealant is

applied to the plenum rear wall and the seal attached with

a split clamping ring. Figure 18 is a view of the plenum

interior showing the finished uptake and the diaphragm seal.

The rear seal provides uniformity in uptake gas temperature,

with temperatures between the uptake mid-section and the pri-

mary nozzle now varying less than two degrees F.

2. The Forward Seal

The forward seal bulkhead is within the plenum and

seal plates are provided to clamp to the entrance section of

the mixing stack. A double 0-ring assembly is utilized on

the outer circumference of the inlet to the mixing stack to

provide proper sealing.

3. Model Installation and Alignment

An adjustable support stand was designed and con-

structed to support the mixing stack assembly independently

of the seal plates. This stand facilitates model installa-

tion and alignment. Alignment is accomplished by mounting

the model on the stand, installing centering plates in each

and of the mixing stack and in the open of the uptake pipe,

and adjusting the stand until the alignment bar passes
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freely through holes in the centering plates. The alignment

apparatus can be seen in Figure 27. Standoff distance is

then set by installing the straight primary nozzles on the

uptake and measuring the required distance from the nozzle

exit plane to the mixing stack entrance plane (the termina-

tion of the entrance radius -- 0.5 inch) using a combination

square. This adjustment normally requires no more than 0.125

inch movement of the model when a 0.5 standoff distance is

desired.

Due to the longitudinal expansion observed by Eick,

the installed standoff distance was modified from 3.5610

inches to 3.6875 inches to compensate accordingly.

D. INSTRUMENTATION

1. Temperature Measurement

Two types of thermocouple displays are installed with

each having the capability to accept eighteen (18) channels.

A type K display provides data on combustion temperatures,

uptake temperatures and mixing stack wall temperatures.

Table II gives the current channel assignments. The type T

display is used to measure inlet air, ambient air, fuel, and

shroud and diffuser temperatures. Table III gives the current

channel assignments. The display installation is shown in

Figure 12.
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2. Pressure Measurement

Five manometers, shown in Figure 14, are installed

for gas generator operation and data collection. They

include a 20 inch water manometer for measurement of differ-

ential pressure across the inlet reducing section (DELPN),

an oil manometer (range 0-17 inches water) for measuring

uptake pressure (PUPT) , a 20 inch mercury manometer for mea-

suring inlet air pressure (PNH) , a 2 inch inclined water mano-

meter used to measure the differential pressure across the

burner U-tube (DELPU) , and a 6 inch inclined water manometer

connected to a distribution manifold. Five individual mani-

folds located in the main control panel (Figure 13) are inter-

connected to permit measurement of plenum and mixing stack

pressures with respect to atmospheric pressure. Mixing stack

pressures both above and below atmospheric can be displayed.

E. THE MODELS

Two eductor models were tested. Both models were tested

with and without a cross-flow. Each model consisted of a

primary nozzle plate mounted on the end of the uptake piping

and a mixing stack, shroud and diffuser assembly. Character-

istic eductor dimensions are given in Figure 6. In both

models tested the mixing stack interior diameter 'D", was

7.122 inches. This dimension is the same as used in previous

hot primary flow testing and is 0.6087 scale of the cold flow

models. Both models tested employed a standoff ratio, "'S/D",

of 0.5. Table IV provides a comparison of the key model

characteristics.A
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1. Model A

Model A is shown in the test installation apparatus

in Figure 31. This configuration includes a primary nozzle

plate with four (15/20) tilted and angled nozzles. The

configuration of the nozzles refers to the characteristic

angles. The tilt of the nozzle is 15 degrees from the

vertical with the nozzle being rotated or "angled in" 20

degrees from the tangential direction. Figure 35 details

these angles for clarification. The ratio of the mixing

stack area to primary nozzle area is 2.5.

The mixing stack is enclosed in a low carbon, cold

rolled sheet steel shroud extending from X/D = 0.15 to X/D

1.125. Five sheet steel diffuser rings 0.375 diameters long

are installed to bring the overall length of the assembly to

1.5 diameters. Film cooling clearance between the stack and

the shroud varies along the length of the model while the

film cooling clearance between the diffuser rings is 0.188

inches. The dimensions of this model are shown in Figure 4.

One row of thermocouples was installed along the length of

the shroud and diffusers oriented ninety degrees from a hori-

zontal plane passing through the model's centerline axis.

These twelve (12) type T thermocouple readouts were used as

a comparison to external readings obtained from an Omega

Engineering 871 digital thermocouple with fully remote prob-

ing capability.
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2. Model A Modified

The second model tested was a modified version of the

first in that an extra diffuser ring was located outside the

fifth ring of Model A. This ring was of the same thickness,

material and length, and was geometrically concentric to

diffuser ring number five of model A. The annular clearance

between diffuser rings five and six was 0.188 inches. The

dimensions of the modified model are show~n in Figure 5.

F. THE CROSS-FLOW CENTRIFUGAL FAN

1. Installation and Configuration

The fan used to model the relative wind (cross-flow)

was of the centrifugal type. It was manufactured by the Joy

Manufacturing Company, General Products Division, New

Philadelphia, Ohio.

The centrifugal fan was installed at the experimental

site to be as mobile and portable as practicable considering

its weight. To afford mobility for proper standoff position-

ing in relation to the model and facilitate certain data col-

lection, the fan was mounted on a platform having heavy duty

ball bearing casters. The lover section of the platform

facilitated installation of a "step-up" transformer and

provided adequate stowage of the power cable when the fan

was not in service.

A converging nozzle was attached to the fan exit

volute to provide directional stability to the air discharge,
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and additionally to provide a datum for theoretical deter-

mination of discharge velocity. The fan nozzle exit area

was chosen arbitrarily to provide a nozzle discharge area

to model discharge area ratio of 3:1.

The fan is driven by a Reliance Duty Master AC motor.

The motor is-a 440V, 3 phase, 4.8 amp, 60 Hz unit designed

for continuous duty at 1755 RPM when connected to the high

speed windings as was the case for this research.

Since the test facility, Bldg 249, does not have

440V power available, it was necessary to utilize 220V power

provided to a step-up transformer to provide the necessary

voltage. Once proper electrical connection and grounding

was made, starting the stopping of the fan was facilitated

safely by utilizing a five amp circuit breaker specifically

installed for the fan 220V supply circuit. A picture of the

cross-flow fan is shown in Figure 32.

2. Performance Capabilities

The cross-flow fan utilized has a nominal air flow

rate of 3000 CFM at a total pressure of 3.0 inches of water.

Maximum air flow rate is established at 4200 CFM at or below

1.0 inches of water total pressure. Since the total pressure

developed by the installed convergent nozzle was not known,

it was necessary to determine the fan's discharge velocity

profile experimentally, and thereby determine a quasi-optimum

nozzle to model standoff distance to provide a relatively
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uniform flow field. Based upon theoretical calculations,

discounting any losses, the maximum velocity achievable

from the fan was estimated at thirty-five (35) knots.

To determine the actual velocity distribution at the

exit plane of the fan nozzle and to determine a suitable

standoff distance (nozzle to model) , a flow measurement ex-

periment using a pitot tube to measure total pressure was

devised. The basic equation for estimation of the velocity

in the flow stream is given by equation (7-53) of [Ref. 1411.

2
p . = p 1/2 pU (eqn 4 .1)

Four sets of data were collected. One data set was

collected for each of the following pitot traverses: hori-

zontal traverse at the nozzle exit plane, horizontal traverse

at a standoff distance of twenty-four inches, vertical trav-

erse at a twenty-four inch standoff, and a 4.5 inch vertical

traverse at the bottom of the model (diffuser ring 5 on the

model centerline) to a horizontal plane coincident with the

model support and alignment base. This data is presented

in Tables XXIII through XXVI.

Based upon the collected data the standoff distance

of twenty-four inches (nozzle exit plane to model center-

line) was determined suitable in representing an average

flow field velocity of 29.5 knots.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. MODEL A RESULTS

1. Pumping Performance

The pumping performance of Model A is shown in Figures

43 through 48 with supporting data presented in Tables V

through X. Using the correlation previously developed in

section (d) of Chapter III, a linear regression technique

was utilized to determine the pumping coefficient for the

specific uptake test temperature and cross-flow condition.

Given the inherent uncertainty of the linear fit, specific-

ally considering the uncertainty and data scatter present

in the lower plenum pressure differential regime, the data

presented for pumping coefficients is considered qualitively

accurate to within +0.05. The pumping coefficient comparison

to a geometrically similar model tested by Pritchard [Ref.

12] at the cold flow facility is considered valid.

A table of comparative results is presented in Table

XXVII.

2. Mixing Stack Temperatures

Figures 53 through 57 graphically present the data

obtained from this model. Tabular results of the collected

data are contained in Table XVII.

This model is equipped with twelve (12) type "K"

thermocouples-,imbedded in the stack walls at various locations
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to measure the film coaling effectiveness of the mixing stack

slotted ports. The mixing stack thermocouple numbering system

is referenced to a specific type "K" channel in Table II.

Determination of film cooling effectiveness is achieved by

referencing the appropriate temperature of thermocouples im-

bedded both upstream and downstream of the two selected cool-

ing ports. An noted by Kavalis, [Ref. 11], it is suspected

that due to the tilted angle of the nozzles, the flow is not

uniform across the mixing stack and the sector between con-

secutive nozzles exhibit lower temperatures.

The data collected appears relatively consistent

throughout when corrections for variation in ambient temper-

ature are considered. The data reported has consistently

higher temperatures than those reported by Eick [Ref. 101

and Kavalis [Ref. 11] who both used the tilted and angled

primary nozzles with the slotted mixing stack but whose

models used straight vice angled shrouds and diffusers.

Since the entrance nozzle calibration conducted preliminary

to actual model testing resulted in a lower air mass flow

rate correlation, it is theorized that the lower temperatures

observed by Eick and Kavalis were a result of the larger cool-

ing effect from the induced tertiary air flow of the higher

mixing stack air mass flow rates under which their investiga-

tions were conducted. The maximum wall temperatures reported

by Eick and Kavalis are 306 0 F and 320 0 Frespectively. This

research resulted in a maximum wall temperature for Model A of

357 0 F.
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Relative to cross-flow effects, no depression in

temperature was noticeable throughout the data when correc-

tion for the effect of ambient temperature is considered.

3. Mixing Stack Pressures

The data obtained for mixing stack pressure is pre-

sented in Figures 62 through 66 and in Table XV.

As noted by Eick, due to the small size of the pres-

sure tap and extremely long run of tubing (over 20 feet) to

the manometer, a substantial period of time was required for

the manometer reading to reach its final value. No oscilla-

tions were noticeable once a final value was reached. The

data collection was found to be consistently stable and

repeatable.

Comparison of the data is remarkably consistent

throughout the range of uptake temperatures. This model

compared to the straight shroud and diffuser models tested

by Eick and Kavalis tends to show an increase in mixing

stack pressure which might account for the increased wall

temperatures noted. The effect of cross-flow appears to be

an improvement in the mixing stack pressure profile. An

average increase of 15% was noted.

4. Shroud and Diffuser Temperatures

Shroud and diffuser temperatures were obtained util-

izing two methods. A type "T" thermocouple system having a

digital output servicing twelve channels of interest was used

in conjunction with a fully remote Omega Engineering model 871
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thermocouple probe. The Omega remote reading thermocouple

was a portable battery operated device with a hand-held

surface probe and was of the type "K". Comparison between

these two temperature monitoring devices in an equilibrium

condition resulted in a mean temperature differential of

+0.5 0F. This differential is acceptable under steady state

conditions; however, the transient effects observed during

the experimental data collection lead this researcher to

believe that the type "T" thermocouple readings were more

accurate. During data collection, and particularly during

cross-flow data collection, significant oscillations in

temperature were noticed with the remote probe device.

When the Omega probe was used to determine shroud and

diffuser external temperatures, an equilibrium condition

did not appear achievable for recording of a discrete tem-

perature. Initially, oscillation in the sensed temperature

occurred rapidly and then damped somewhat although oscilla-

tion did continue. This necessitated that the recorded

temperature be an average value with inherent error intro-

dt~ced as a function of the data recorder. Despite this

drawback the surface probe did provide comparative data

and it was decided to continue data collection vith this

device for a qualitative comparison with the type "T" data.

Using the "A" model for comparative analysis of the

noted differential in shroud and diffuser temperature between

the type "T" thermocouples and the Omega portable thermocouple
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external probe readings, an uptake temperature of 950 degrees

F was selected. In a no cross-flow condition (qualitively

normalizing the data to account for a difference in ambient

temperature) relative to shroud temperatures, only a minimal

differential is observed with exception of the far end of

the shroud which exhibits approximately a 20 degree difference.

The maximum difference noted in diffuser ring temperature

occurs for rings three and five. This difference is ten (10)

degrees F. When cross-flow was introduced, the difference in

shroud temperatures was minimal with the exception of the

shroud end closest to the diffusers which showed an approxi-

mately ten (10) degrees F difference. Diffuser ring tempera-

ture differential was more pronounced in the cross-flow

relative to the two temperature sensors with a maximum devia-

tion of 25 degrees F for diffuser ring five and a mean dif-

fuser ring temperature differential of 15 degrees F.

The surface probe temperature measurements were

taken along the model's length starting at diffuser ring

five and working rearward toward the after section of the

shroud. The point of each measurement was taken along the

surface of the model coincident with the model's centerline

and oriented 180 degrees from the cross-flow. The sequence

of the temperature measurements and relative distance from

the mixing stack entrance are given by the X/D parameter

values as shown in Figure 36.
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Figures 71 through 75 present the shroud and diffuser

temperatures obtained via the type "T" thermocouples while

Figures 80 through 84 present the external surface probe data.

Data collected for the shroud in the no cross-flow

condition show a consistently increasing temperature with

the most notable increase being at the X/D - 1.068 position.

When cross-flow was introduced the slope of the temperature

profile appeared to flatten somewhat but again the X/D

1.068 position showed a sharp increase in temperature. Cross-

flow did result in a significant reduction in this high temper-

ature reducing it approximately fifty degrees.

The five diffuser rings showed good temperature reduc-

tion potential until the fourth ring was reached when the

effects of film cooling appeared to be dissipating and a con-

tinued increase of diffuser ring temperature was noticeable.

The effects of cross-flow resulted in an overall in-

crease in diffuser ring temperature and resulted in an erratic

although predictable temperature profile. The ultimate effect

of the cross-flow appeared to be an overall shroud and diffuser

assembly temperature reduction with some distortion of film

cooling effects being induced by the cross-flow.

5. Exit Plane Temperatures

Figures 89 through 93 display the exit plane temper-

ature data. Table XXI is a compilation of the data points

presented in these figures.
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A comparison of exit plane temperarue profiles, with

and without cross-flow, is presented for the maximum uptake

temperature of 950 degrees F. Good symmetry is observed in

those profiles displayed with no cross-flow introduced with

the exception of the 850 0 uptake profile. It is considered

that this asymmetry was caused by an inadvertent movement of

the traversing mechanism which was noted during the data

collection process.

Upon introduction of cross-flow it is noted that a

depression of profile temperature takes place resulting in

an average temperature reduction of greater than 50 degrees F.

At the same time some increase in downstream profile tempera-

ture was noted in Model A.

The peak temperatures observed in Model A at uptake

temperatures of 850 0 and 950OF were 531OF (with cross-flow)

and 5860F (no cross-flow) respectively.

B. MODEL A MODIFIED RESULTS

1. PumpingPerformance

The pumping performance characteristics for the modi-

fied model were extremely close in comparison to those of

Model A. A comparative summary is provided in Table XXVII.

Pumping coefficient plots are shown in Figures 49

through 52. Supporting tabular data is contained in Table XI.
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2. Mixing Stack Temperatures

As anticipated, the modification of adding an addi-

tional diffuser ring to this model had little effect to

change the mixing stack temperatures.

The temperature reduction noted upon introduction of

cross-flow with Model A was also consistently noted for the

data collected. It should be noted that any comparative

analysis in this regard should be normalized to account for

ambient temperature conditions.

Data collected for this model is presented in Figures

58 through 61 and Table XVIII.

3. Mixing Stack Pressures

This data which is presented in Figures 67 through 70

and Table XVI is consistent with the findings of Model A. The

only minor exception being a slight reduction noted in the

average pressure increase reported with the model under cross-

flow conditions.

4. Shroud and Diffuser Temperatures

A reduction in temperature of approximately 20 F was

noted for diffuser ring five (5) which directly received the

effects of the film cooling resulting from the addition of

an extra diffuser ring. This temperature reduction effect

was present both with and without the cross-flow introduced.

Without cross-flow no appreciable modification in

shroud and diffuser temperatures was noticeable when normali-

zation for ambient temperature is considered with the exception
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of ring five as noted above. In a cross-flow condition the

added film cooling effect of the additional diffuser ring

resulted in an overall reduction in diffuser ring temperatures.

5. Exit Plane Temperatures

Figures 94 through 97 present the exit plane temper-

ature for the modified model. Table XXII is a compilation

of this data.

No appreciable change in peak temperature was observed

for the modified model in comparison with Model A. The temper-

ature depression effect induced by the cross-flow noted in

Model A was also evident. In contrast with Model A, however,

no increase in downstream profile temperature was noted.

This is shown in Figure 99.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

This investigation studied the thermal and pumping per-

formance of two multiply-shrouded, angled-diffuser stack

gas eductors with five and six diffuser rings and how cross-

flow at a mean velocity of 29.5 knots affected such perform-

ance. Based on the data presented the following conclusions

are drawn:

1) Pumping coefficient data obtained in this investiga-

tion correlates with that of a geometrically similar model

tested in the cold facility.

2) Introduction of cross-flow results in a slight

improvement in eductor pumping performance.

3) Cross-flow effects in the mean velocity range studied

in this investigation (29.5 knots) result in an overall tem-

perature reduction at the surface of the assembly but tend to

result in some distortion or degradation of the desired

diffuser film cooling effects.

4) Cross-flow did not appear to have any significant

effect upon a modification of the peak exit plane temperature.

5) The modified model produced superior film cooling

effects in comparison to Model A.

6) Improvements in overall eductor performance and reduc-

tion in exit plane temperature appear feasible by optimization

of the angled diffuser design to account for maximum film

cooling effectiveness.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Considering the experience gained in the conduct of this

research and specifically in view of the results obtained,

the following research recommendations are offered for

future investigations.

1) Diffuser ring number one should be extended to a

length approximately twice the current length to attempt

to reduce the high temperature noted at the end of the

shroud.

2) The cross-flow fan should be modified for two speed

operations and other nozzle designs should be tested to pro-

vide a range of cross-flow velocities for model evaluation.

3) Further investigation of the flow phenomenon at end

around the model's shroud and diffuser assembly should be

conducted to explain the noted intermittent degradation of

film cooling effectiveness.

4) Additional research should be performed to determine

the variation in induced tertiary air flow resulting from a

modification in air mass flow rate.
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TABLE I

Rotameter Calibration Data

Rotometer Weight Weight Net rime Mass Flow
B ea~lg E_ ?lo_--at __~

08 67.0 29.5 37.5 120 0.589 0.345
09 84.0 30.7 53.3 120 0.979 0.490
10 103.3 31.8 71.5 120 1.314 0.657
15 173.1 31.1 142.0 120 2.609 1.306
20 256.7 31.6 225.1 120 4.136 2.070
25 381.4 31.9 349.5 120 6.4t21 3.214
30 520.0 31.8 488.2 120 8.696 4.489
35 342.9 32.4 310.5 60 11.41 5.710
40 397.8 32.1 365.7 60 13.41 6.725
43 423.3 32.1 391.2 60 14.37 7.194
40 757.7 32.4 725.3 120 13.33 6.669
35 651.5 31.5 620.0 120 11.39 5.701
34 629.3 32.1 597.2 120 10.97 5.491
33 603.2 32.8 570.4 120 10.48 5.245
32 582.5 32.4 550.1 120 10.11 5.058
31 558.8 32.3 526.5 120 9.613 4.841
30 530.0 32.0 498.0 120 9.149 4.579
29 500.8 32.3 468.5 120 8.607 4.308
28 475. 4 32.2 443.2 120 8.142 4.075
27 450.5 31.4 419.1 120 7.700 3.854
26 426.5 32.4 394.1 120 7.240 3.624
25 395.9 31.2 364.7 120 6.700 3.353
20 267.1 32.2 234.9 120 (.316 2.160
15 169.0 31.9 137.1 120 2.519 1.261
10 104.6 31.9 72.7 120 1.336 0.669
08 72.1 31.6 40.5 120 0.744 0.372

10TM
1) Average fuel tespecature 61.7o F
2) Fuel: Number two liesel; specific gravit.v 0.862
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TABLE II

Thermocouple Display Channel Assignments, Type K

Chaangl

1 Exit Plane (TEP)

2 Pl-num Ambi.eat Temp.

3 Uptake (TUPT)

4 Burner (TBURN)

5 Nozzle box it the position

of the removed burner

6 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (10)

7 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (5)

8 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (9)

9 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (8)

10 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (12)

11 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (7)

12 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (4)

13 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (1)

14 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (6)

15 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (3)

16 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (11)

17 Mixing Stack, Thermocouple (2)

18 UNUSED
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TABLE III

Thermocouple Display Channel Assignments, Type T

1 Fuel Supply

2 Ambient Air (TAMB)

3 Inlet Air Supply (rNH)

4 UNUSED

5 Model A, Diffuser Ring 2

6 Model A, Diffuser Ring 3

7 Model A Shroud, X/D=0.625

8 Model A, Diffuser Ring 5

9 Model A Shroud, X/D=0.750

10 Model A, Diffuser Ring 5A

11 Model A, Diffuser Ring 5B

12 Model A, Diffuser Ring 1

13 Model A Shroud, X/D=1.068

14 Model A Shroud, X/Df0.125

15 Model A Shroud, X/D=0.375

16 UNUSED

17 Model A, Diffuser Ring 4

18 UNUSED
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TABLE IV

Model Characteristics

Mixing Stack Assembly 1.5 1.5
L/D (overall)

Mixing Stack
Inside Diameter (D) 7.122 7.122
L/D 1.0 1.0
Rows of Film Cooling Slots 4 4

Shroud Srart Position (X/D) 0. 15 0. 15

Diffuser
Number of Rings 5 6
Rinq Lan~th (L/D) 0. 101 0.101
Hall Angle 10 10

Film Cooling Clearance 0.188 0.188
Stand-off Distance (S/D) 0.5 0.5

Primary Nozz les
Number 4 4
Type tilted-anled tilted-anled(15;20" (15/20
Am/Ap 2.5 2.5
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TABLE XV

Mixing Stack Pressure Data, Model A

Posit ion (in. water ref. to atmos.)

Temperature (F) (NO CR0SSFL3W)

Position A 0.00 -0.95 -1.05 -1.05
0.25 -0.50 -0.55 -).52
0.50 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05
0.75 -0.05 -0.65 -0.10

Position B 0.00 -0.90 -1.05 -1.00
0.5 -0.55 -0.55 -0.550
0.250 -0.25 -0.30 -0.55
0.75 -0.160 -0.25 -0.28

(CROSSPF LOW)
Position A -1.10 -1.15

-0.60 -0.60
-0.15 -0.15
-0.35 -0.35

Position B -1 13-1.15
0:3 -0.35

-0.72 -0.67
-0.55 -0.50
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TABLE XVI

Mixing Stack Pressure Data, Model A Modified

Position (in. water ref. to atmos.)

Temperature (F) (NO CROSSFLZW)

Position A 0.00 -1.10 -1.10
0.25 -0.55 -0.53
0.50 -0.15 -0.15
0.75 -0.25 -0.32

Position B 0.2 00-..02
0:25 0.31-0.23

0.50 -0.55 -0.53
0.75 -0.25 -0.24

(CROSSF LOW)
Position A -1.10 -1.20

-0.60 -0.53
-0.15 -0.20
-0.35 -0.43

Position B -1 -1.R
0.32 -0.3

-0.70 -0.70
-0.52 -0.53
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TABLE XVII

Mixing Stack Temperature Data, Model A

Number Position (degrees F)

Temperature NCd NCF CF NCF CF

6 0.00 101 135 110 150 123
7 0.00 106 139 115 163 129
10 0.41 67 67 79 77 75
9 0.141 195 258 231 297 263
16 0.36 158 234 189 258 231
11 0.146 74 79 87 38 100
12 0.61 198 204 290 342 324
14 0.76 241 314 308 357 343
15 0.89 226 263 283 331 301
8 0.89 230 305 301 345 336
17 0.84 73 74 103 87 91
13 0.94 258 305 314 347 340

Ambient 65 67 75 75 69

NCF - NO CROSSFLOW
CF - CROSSFLOW
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TABLE XVIII

Mixing Stack Temperature Data, Model A Mod

Number Position (degrees F)

Temperature NCF CF NCF ZF

6 0.00 142 108 162 127
7 0.00 146 113 168 133
10 0.41 76 77 72 77
9 0.41 263 230 299 263
16 0.36 237 192 282 235
11 0.46 88 84 98 9112 0.61 306 289 343 324
14 0.76 321 309 358 342
15 0.89 272 278 296 299
8 0.89 311 300 348 333
17 0.84 84 93 83 11913 0.94 312 312 342 336

kmbiant 73 69 73 76

NCF - NO CROSSFLOW
CF - CROSSFLOW
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TABLE XIX

Shroud and Diffuser Temp. Data, Bodel &

AXIAL T VEATU E

PGS IT ION (F

Z; TZ t- - - - - IX/ODl -------- 6-5-,5----
TEMPEATUkF NCF NCF CF NCF CF

U 0.125 73.4 7C. 1). 3 L I. ;3e .

0.750 97.2 108.6 q1.5 124. 95.3
1.06d 12-5. 143.9 10.4 16o.3 I 1. 7

o IFFUbE
acNJ 3 . . U9t*3 .2 q t .J 95.3

U %7 PJ.5 104.1 qC.5 107.8
4 76.5 d. 7 9.4.d QG.o 100. 1
4 e9 05.2 101.2 ;7.O 107.1

5 e7,9 87.3 Q9.3 10.0 10 .J
5A 9,. 94o0 .C C.9 102.8 102.i
58 9297 103.5 92.C 11I4. 102.0

AM [E,T 0 6 67 75 7c5

NCF - NC CPCSSFLC%

CF - CRCOSFLCt
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T&BLE XX

Shroud and Diffuser Temp. Data, Model A Mod

------- -----TE----------------------------AX IAL 'rE E l. A TU,.F

POSITION (F)

UPAK - ----- --DdSO d90 .;5c 99
" - AE RATUE NCF CF NCF CF

SI uU 0.a25 17t. 77,7 10.54 92.

0.753U 114.1 104.0 1id.3 g0.2
iO68 151,- .; I d .4 16. :2 I 1'). 7

0 19FUSFH

PING I qld 0 b.0 90o 19d.3

2 qj.c Ot. q91.4 1 Oj.2
3 B8. 4 99.0 q5.0 9"),2
4 q4. i1d.2 q3.O 104.5

5 :5.d Q0. 1 94.- 101.4
b A95 - : 92.2 94.1 q d.

58 99.7 93.2 go.2 11.2

A m3 I EN T 73 cq 73 76

NCF - NC CRCS FLCO

CF - CiCSSFLCW
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TIBLE XXI

Exit Plane Temperature Data, Model A

AXIAL 9/Q S T PE&-U - --

Pcs1 I GN 
IF} 

N

TPT AKE t50 850 650 90 90
TeMPEtATUR NC- NLF CF NCF CF

0.00 1.171 177 176 102 1o 7  1 1 4
0.25 1.101 210 2!9 144 25 165
0.50 IoC31 e

4
7 312 201 330 215

0.75 O.9o1 271 344 25C 372 26d
1.00 ,.P90 302 388 299 417 42J
1.25 0.20 .325 415 332 450 364
1.50 0.750 334 4'9 365 406 404
1 .75

l  
0.6do .392 473 390 48d 431

2.00 0.61) 36' 482 412 4-3 45a
2.25 0.539 381 4-).S 433 519 491
2.5u 0.469 3q5 504 454 531 4qo
2.75 0. 3; 4O6 514 472 542 515
3.00 0.32C 415 9e0 410 54 534
3 .2 0.259 423 923 499 5o6 550
3.50 0.165 42 524 511 974 374
3.75 0.110 432 940 524 57c 591
4.00 0.041 434 513 !28 564 531
4.25 0.000 434 505 524 562 570
4.25 0.000 4 5 523 531 9C6 59 4
4.00 0.049 434 521 530 964 58'
3.75 0.119 432 519 527 575 51

3.50 0.Ido 42? 5C9 519 572 573
3.25 0.259 421 497 513 556 566
3.OG 0.32 '410 467 503 54q 594
2.75 0.3,9 404 4 73 44 536 547
2.50 0.469 3Q0 463 495 529 540
2.25 0.539 377 4,0 47c 5Q9 ?,2
2.00 0.6-10 360 440 16 495 522
1.75 0.68O J4.3 425 '456 4dO 510

1.50 0.750 32. 4J1 a42 4o3 505
1.25 0.820 294 342 423 44. 498
1.00 0.890 270 363 4 04 412 69
0.75 0.961 237 3i9 336 3o07 41
0.50 1.031 197 273 262 316 343
0.25 1.101 14t 200 195 242 253
0.00 1.171 10d 146 103 16q 14b
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T&BLE IXII

Exit Plane Temperature Data, Model A Rod

AXIAL R/QMS IFMPERATURt
POSI TION IF)

UPTAKL ----------------------
5-- --------U TA~.d9 C ,50 950 €50

TFr PPEk A rJNE NCF Cr NCF CF

000 1.171 16k 97 135 O
0.25 1.101 222 141 z01 134
0.50 .O Jl 27C 22c 2"4 105
0.75 0.961 32_ 279 346 2,43
1.00 0.8-i0 355 i1 7 391 31
1.25 0.020 394 349 416 350
1.50 0.750 405 379 441 3s1
1.75 0.680 42 1 402 461 4 13
2.00 0.610 44-- 420 477 440
2.25 0.539 497 444 4qj 4o4
2.50 0.461 47C 401 iO7 4d7

2.75 0.39 ) 49E 475 521 503
3.00 0.329 50C 494 1b 5. 0
3.25 0.259 btC 509 54b 535
3.50 0.1d8 51 519 557 554
3.75 0.119 52S 52a 571 594
4.0j 0.049 535 529 57t 973
4.25 0.0C 53t 529 58J 5 0
4.25 0.000 535 533 at 5s2
4.00 0.04 53i 532 95 57q
3.75 0.119 52S 527 5(30 575
3.50 0.188 524 519 571 5c6
3.25 0.259 51 t 512 S64 9-55
3.00 0.129 51C 502 556 547
2.75 0.391 49C, 44 543 539
2.50 0.4t9 4C 486 534 527
2.25 0.539 481 475 521 517
2.00 0.610 47 e 4o9 515 512
1.75 0.680 464 455 505 4y9)
l.su 0.750 45t 450 404 4d9
1.25 0.820 44!5 431 473 4o2
1.00 0.90 40S 383 440 4 UR
0.75 0.9t1 362 325 38b 339

0.50 1,031 201 236 284 243
0.25 1.101 21C 15 I 9tj 142
0.00 1.171 101 92 103 101
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T&BLE XXIII

Exit Plane oriz. Pitot traverse Data

POSiTION P ESSUL
UIN.) (IN* t-2CI IKNO IS)

0.000 0. 1i0 l.

0.500 0.150 3.52
1.000 0.750 34. 20
L. 0O 0.7c0 13.14
2.000 0.6t0 31. S4
2.500 0.650 31. G
3.0O 0.650 31.,4
J.5OU 0.650 1.4
4.000 0.675 3,.255
4.500 0.675 32.59
5.000 0.650 31. 5
5.500 0.b5 31. 22
0.000 0.6,e5 31. 22
0.500 0.6 75 32 5:
7.000 0.75 32. -5
7 .500 0.675 32 55
d.000 0.650 31,1
d.500 0.625 31.22
9.00 0.600 30*tP
9.!0D 0.675 32. 55

10.U0 0.675 3,2.55
10.500 0.7c0 33.14
11.000 0.675 32.t5
11.500 00625 31.22
11.o25 0.000 00.CO
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TABLE XXIV

24 in. Standoff -Pitot Horiz. Traverse

I TO yA-----C V LC ITv
POSlTIGN PNESSLRE

( IN. ) I I.N. 1 .2C| IK t}I

(00000 0.400 25. C6

0.500 0.400 25.(-6
I.000 O.4OO 25.C6
1.-30U 0.3to 24.42
2.uO0 0.3to 23.77
2.!D00 0.350 2-.44
3.000 0.350 23.44
.3.50U 0.350 23.44
'4uO0 0.350 23.44
4.500 r).350 2J.44
5.OO 0.4CO 25.C5
3 .500 0.450 2o.:,3
o.00 0.5.e0 2d.! 7
.500 0.550 29.-,e
7.000 0.600 30. Z,
7.500 0.640 31.tq
d.000 0.640 31.Ec)
6.500 0.650 31.S;4
j.0 0 0 0.640 31. f
4:,500 0600 30..6q
I0.000 0.600 3C.* lt
1 0.500 0.600 30•E9
11.000 0.600 30. 9q
11.500 0.550 29. 2Fl
11.625 0.550 2i.
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TBLE XXV

24 in. Standoff -Pitot Vertical Traverse

Pr[ror 3YN AM1 C VtLUC JrY'

POS1 IF N PRESSLPQE

I It..) (IN. -20 l

J.U00 0.150 1 .4
U.n0o 0.170 1C.42
I1.00 () .2O 1 7. f
1 .500 0 .250 1-?.2I
2.00U 0.275 . k'?
2.500 0.275 2V.cq
J.0O 0.350 23. -

.500 0.350 a -

4.0O0 0.350 ?3. !:
,.0 0.450 2o. 2

t.000 0.500 26.16
t,50; 0.5i0 28. 16
o.O0 0.600 3.t
0.000 0.600 3o.t5

7.000 0.620 31. 26
7.500 0.620 31.6
7.000 0.620 31. 26
7.500 0.620 31 .. 6
9.0 00 0.6C0 31. 9
8.500 0.600 30. e5
10.000 0.600 30.E5
I).500 0.600 30.E5

10.UO0 0.600 30.L-5
II .500 0.600 30.E5

12.OO0 0.570 30. 07

1..500 0.570 30.C7
14.000 0.500 23. 16
14,.500 O.4fiO 20. 72

14.000 0.370 24.23
14.250 0.370 24.23
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T&BLE XXVI

24 in. Standoff -4.5 in Pitot Vert. Traverse

PITOT UYvNAAIC V LCCJTY
POSIIIGN PkESL,

( IN.) | !N. H2C) (KN CTS)

0.000 0.3c0 21.1C
0.250 0.300 21.10
0.500 0230 19.CO
0.7O 0.325 22 .t
1.000 0.4cj0 27.45
1.250 0.5t0 29.-8
1.500 0600
1 .750 0.610 30. 1;4
2.000 0.610 30 * 4
2 - 2-. O 0.610 30 .r4
2.50U 0.610 3C.S4
2 . 75b 0.590 30 . 4:!
3.000 0.5d0 -C. 17
3.250 0.560 29.C5
3.500 0.550 29. --
3.750 0.530 2d. i
4.000 00510 28.;.q
4.250 0.5C0 26.CI
4.500 0.470 27. 16
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TkBLI XXVII
Pumping Coefficient Results

F:IVE QING~ LC1FFUSEP

TL.PT NL CRLSSFLC'a CWC(%SFL;
(F)

1795 U3.50 *(0.541 -

650 0.51 -

850 0.57 1.599

950 0.55 C.61

65 0 0.57 0.5-3

950 0.56 0.5-)

*PR I CH-Ak0 FAiCM COLD FLO A TEST
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TABLE XXVIII

Air mass Flow Calibration Data

- ---
IN. Hui I IN. t-2C) TNHP (La.. s / lC)

31.19 2.0 0.319 .1)
31.15 2.0 0.316 0.559
31.15 2.0 0.311 0.591
3.d 5 4*0 0.459 0 .13 33
32.oS 4.0 0.4c2 0.939
j3.d5 4.0 0.4.35 .92
34.75 6.0 0.582 .()25
35.05 f).0 0.579 1 .051

28.05 6.0 0.606 1.126
30.55 1400 0.706 1 .299
3's. 15 8.0 0.705 1 . 300

47.05 8.0 0,774 1 .477
51.55 9.5 0.1927 1.95
4?. e5 10.0 0.85 .6.34
4d.75 10.0 0.877 1.64-3

1
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TABLE XXIX

Air Mass Floy vs. Pressure Product Data

na
(LBM/SEC) PRESSURE PRODUCT

0.554 0.31q
J.b55 0.316

0.59L 0.319
0.c633 0.45q

U 6380.462
Otd52 0.435
1.02o 0.s82
1.051 0.579
1.126 0.6Of
1.295 0.7C6

1.300 0.705
1.477 0.774
1.595 0.927
1.o34 0.875
1.043 0.977
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APPENDIX A

GAS GENERATION OPERATION

I. PRIMARY AIR COMPRESSOR OPERATION The primary air

flow for the gas generator is supplied by a Carrier Model

18P352 three stage centrifugal air compressor located in

Building 230. The compressor is driven through a Western

Gear Model 95HSA speed increasing gearbox by a 300 horse-

power General Electric induction motor. The compressor

serves various other experiments both in building 230 and

249. Figure (14) is a schematic of the compressor system

layout. The cooling water system serves both the Carrier

compressor and the Sullivan compressor for the supersonic

wind tunnel in building 230.

Lube oil for the compressor and speed increaser bearings

is supplied from an external sump by either an attached pump

or an electrically driven auxiliary pump. The lube oil is

cooled in a closed loop oil to fresh water heater exchanger.

Cooling water circulates within its own loop and is cooled

in an evaporative cooling tower which stands between build-

ings 230 and 249. Makup is automatically provided to the

fresh water loop by a float operated valve in the cooling

tower.

It is recommended that the lube oil system for the

compressor be started approximately one hour prior to
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compressor lightoff. This ensures adequate pre-lubrication

and warms the oil to some degree, decreasing starting loads.

This is critical, as the compressor operates at near the

capacity of the breaker in the supplying substation. Should

this breaker trip out during the starting sequence it will

be necessary to call the trouble desk and have base

electricians reset it.

During periods when operations are being conducted daily

or when it is desired to operate early in the morning, it is

permissable to leave the auxiliary oil pump running over-

night with the cooling water system secured. This will

maintain the lube oil at a temperature suitable for lightoff

and eliminate this delay.

When fully warmed up the compressor supplies air to the

gas generator at 170-190 0 F. It normally takes the com-

pressor about one hour to reach stable operation at this

temperature. Although it is possible to obtain a gas

generator lightoff with- a lower air supply temperature,

stable operation enhances data taking and reduces the

number of control adjustments required during data runs.

It is, therefore, desirable to allow the system to fully

stabilize prior to lighting off the gas generator or

collecting data. The following lightoff sequence is

recommended:
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A) Check the oil level in the compressor's external

sump. Oil should be within four inches of the top

of the si.ght glass.

B) Start the auxiliary oil pump by positioning the

"hand-off automatic" switch (Figure 15) in the

"hand" position. The electric pump will start

and oil pressure should register approximately

30 PSIG. Inspect the system for leaks and note the

level in the external sump.

C) Wait 45 minutes to one hour. During this period

the compressor bearing temperatures should rise to

approximately 70 0F

D) Line up the combustion gas generator for operation.

1) Open the two manometer isolation valves at

the pressure taps on either side of the inlet

reducing section (Figure 5) . Reconnect

manometer tubing at the manometers if it

has previously been disconnected.

2) Ensure the main air supply butterfly valve is

fully closed (Figure 6)

3) Open the air supply bypass globe valve two

and one quarter turns (Figure 6) .

4) Open the manually operated 4 inch butterfly

isolation valve (Figure 5) .
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5) Energize the main power panel (Figure 9) and

open the electrically operated burner air

supply and cooling air bypass valves fully.

6) Ensure the gas generator exhaust area is clear.

E) Start the air compressor fresh water cooling

system:

1) Check the water level in the cooling tower

it should be at the level of the inlet line.

2) Vent the cooling water pump casing. Open the

petcock on the suction side of the pump casing

until all air in the suction line is expelled.

3) Ensure valve "All to the Sullivan compressor

is closed.

4) Open valve "B" to the Carrier compressor.

5) Start the cooling water pump and cooling tower

fan (Figure 17) . The fan is interlocked with

the pump and will not start unless the pump

is running.

6) Inspect the cooling tower drip lattice to ensure

water is circulating.

F) Open the drain on the air compressor air cooling

bank (Figure 19) .
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G) Ensure the compressor air suction valve is fully

closed (indicator vertical) (Figure 20).

WARNING When in operation the compressor produces

Ihazardous noise. Ensure all personnel in theI

vicinity are wearing adequate hearing protection

prior to starting the compressor.

H) Start the air compressor motor (Figure 13) , the

controller uses an automatic two stage start

circuit.

I) When the compressor is fully up to speed, switch

the auxiliary lube oil pump to the "automatic"

position. Lube oil pressure should remain about

24-30 PSIG. Oil is now being supplied by the

attached pump driven by the speed increasing gear-

box. If the oil pressure should fall to 12 PSIG,

the auxiliary pump will start automatically.

J) When compressor operation has stabilized, slowly

open the suction valve until the indicator is in
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the full open (horizontal) position. Air is now

being supplied to the gas generator. Bypass air

from the supply to other experiments will also

be discharged outside the rear of building 230.

Normally it is not necessary to secure this

bypass flow, but in unusual circumstances it

may be stopped by closing the isolation valve

on the cooling bank (Figure 19).

K)Operation of the air compressor should be monitored

periodically.

1) Normal oil pressure from the attached pump

is 24 PSIG. Specified bearing pressure are

20-25 PSIG.

2) Normal oil pressure from the auxiliary

electric pump is 30 PSIG.

3) Normal oil temperature at the outlet of the

lube oil cooler is 100-105 0 F (135F maximum).

4) Normal Bearing temperatures for the compressor

are 140-160O0 F. Speed increaser oil tempera-

ture is normally 120-130 0 P.

5) Do not allow any bearing temperature to exceed

200 0 F. In the event bearing temperatures rise

above 180 0 Fduring normal operation, the oil

cooler should be inspected for proper water

temperature and flow rate.
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11. GAS GENERATOR LIGHT OFF Allow the air compressor to

operate for approximately one hour in order for air inlet

temperature to the gas generator to stabilize.

A) Approximately 15 minutes prior to gas generator

light off, line up the fuel system and place it

in operation.

1) Open the fuel tank suction valve (Figure 22)

and bulkhead isolation valve (Figure 21).

2) Ensure the solenoid operated emergency fuel

cutoff valve is closed and close the HP pump

manual discharge valve.

3) Open the nozzle box drain valve.

4) If this is the first time the system is being

placed in operation, open both the fuel control

valve (Figure 8) and the needle trimmer valve

(Figure 24) fully. If the trimmer valve is1

known to be properly set, it need not be

adjusted as described in this and following

steps.

5) Start the fuel supply pump. Fuel supply

pressure will be 14-16 PSIG.

6) Start the HP pump. With both trimmer and fuel

control valves fully open the discharge pressure
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will be 25-30 PSIG. With the trimmer valve

properly set and the fuel control valve fully

open, the HP pump discharge pressure will be

80 PSIG.

7) If the trimmer valve is to be adjusted, close

the fuel control valve with the trimmer valve

fully open. Observing the HP pump discharge

pressure, slowly close the trimmer valve until

the HP pump pressure reaches 350 PSIG. The

trimmer valve is now set and the fuel control

valve should provide smooth control over a

range of 80-350 PSIG HP pump discharge pressure.

All subsequent fuel control adjustments will

be made using the fuel control valve.

8) Using the fuel control valve, set the HP pump

discharge pressure at 200 PSIG and allow the

system to recirculate for 10-15 minutes to

warm the fuel. This facilitates combustion

and ensures a clean lightoff.

B) When the inlet air temperature reaches 170-180 ° ,

the gas generator may be lighted off.

1) Adjust inlet air bypass valve to obtain a

pressure of approximately 4.0 in Hg at the

upstream side of the inlet reducing section

(PNH).
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2) Ensure the burner air valve is fully open.

Adjust the bypass cooling air valve to obtain

a pressure drop across the U-tube of 1.60

inches H20. In some cases it may be necessary

to leave the cooling air bypass valve fully

open and reduce the inlet air pressure (PNH)

slightly to obtain this setting. The pressure

drop across the inlet reducing section (DELPN)

will be about 15 inches H20. This provides

the recommended lightoff air fuel ratio of 20.

3) Open the HP pump manual discharge valve fully.

4) Set the high temperature (Type K) readout to

monitor burner temperature (TBURN) . Set the

low temperature (Type T) readout to monitor

air inlet temperature (TNH).

5) Ensure the gas generator exhaust area is clear.

6) Adjust the HP pump discharge pressure to 150

PSIG.

7) Depress and hold down the spring loaded ignitor

switch for 10 seconds.

8) While continuing to hold the ignitor switch

depressed, open the solenoid operated emergency

fuel cutoff valve. Ignition should be observed

in 6-12 seconds. If the gas generator fails to

light, close the emergency fuel cutoff valve
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and release the ignitor switch. Allow the

system to purge for 5 minutes or until no

raw fuel is being expelled from the primary

nozzle. If the gas generator fails to light,

raw fuel will be expelled from the primary

nozzles and will collect in the base of the

secondary plenum. This should be wiped up

prior to continuing.

9) When ignition is observed, release the ignitor

switch.

10) Observe the burner temperature. When the

burner temperature reaches 1000 F begin reduc-

ing fuel pressure toward minimum (70-75 PSIG

at the burner nozzle, (PNOZ)) to stabilize

burner temperature between 1000 and 1300 0 F.

WARNING Do not allow burner temperature to

exceed 1500 0F.

It will be necessary to close the cooling air bypass

valve to about 50 percent open to achieve stable

operation at the desired burner temperature.
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CAUTION Do not allow burner temperature to

fall below 1000 F. The gas generator will

begin to emit white smoke when the burner

I temperature falls to about 950°F and combus-

tion will cease at a burner temperature of

about 800°F. If combustion ceases there will

I be a noticable change in sound intensity

accompanied by quantities of white smoke and

rapidly falling burner temperature; immedi-

I ately close the emergency fuel cutoff valve.

Readjust fuel and air controls to lightoff

settings and reinitiate the lightoff sequence.

The prescribed lightoff sequence usually leads to

stable operation with an uptake temperature of

400-5000P and an uptake Mach number of about 0.07.
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WARNING Do not allow uptake temperature to

exceed 1200°F at any time.

11) When stable operation has been established,

close the nozzle box drain valve prior to

attempting to adjust the uptake Mach number.

III. TEMPERATURE/MACH NUMBER CONTROL

The control process consists of a iterative sequence of

adjustments in the uptake temperature (TUPT) , inlet air

pressure (PNH), and bypass cooling air mass flow. Some

practice is necessary to achieve reasonable accuracy in

the adjustment process. It must be kept in mind that

effect of the bypass cooling air valve varies depending on

the valve's initial position. When the bypass valve is

more than 50 percent open, opening the valve reduces air

flow through the burner, increasing burner temperature

(TBURN), however, the increase in the proportion of cool

bypass air mixing with the combustion gas results in a

lower uptake temperature. When a majority of the air flow

is already passing through the combustion chamber, that

is, when the bypass valve is less than 50 percent open,
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and particularly when it is less than 25 percent open, the

increase in burner temperature resulting from opening the

bypass valve more than offsets the increased proportion of

cooling air and the uptake temperature will raise when the

bypass valve is opened. With these cautions in mind, the

following adjustment procedure is recommended:

A) Adjust the fuel control valve to obtain the desired

uptake temperature. Do not allow burner temperature

to fall below 1000 0For to exceed 1300 0 during

this process.

B) As burner temperature approaches one of the limits,

change air flow through the burner either by ad-

justing the bypass valve or the inlet globe valve.

Choice of control device depends on the prior oper-

ating state. If the system. has been stabilized at

the desired Mach number it is usually best to

control burner tempera&'ure during transitions by

using the inlet globe valve. The key operating

parameters are uptake temperature (TOPT) and uptake

pressure (PtJPT) . Burner temperature is monitored to

ensure safe combustion is maintained. For operation

with uptake an Mach number of approximately 0.065,

the values in Table XXII are recommended:
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Recommended Initial Control Settings

TEPT PUPT

( F) (inches HO0)

950 13.3

850 11.1

750 10.5

650 9.6

550 9.0

175 8.8

C) Compute the uptake Mach number (UMACH) using

the formula:

UMACH =1.037 x 10- 1 (TUPTR/y) 0.5 x ((((PNH - B) x DELPN

/TNHR) 0.*5 - (2.318 x 10 -4x ROTA) - 2.085 x 10- 1

/(B + (PUPT / 13.5717)))

(eqn A.1)

where:

UMACH - Uptake Mach number

TUPTR - Absolute uptake temperature (R)

y W Ratio of specific heats for air
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Values of the Ratio of Specific Heats for Air

TUPT
(oF) y

175 1.3991
550 1.3805

650 1.3741

750 1.3677

850 1.3614 I
950 1.3556

PNH - Air pressure before the inlet

reducing section (inches Hg)

B = Corrected atmospheric pressure

(inches Hg)

DELPN - Pressure drop across the inlet

reducing section (inches H20)

TNHR - Absolute air temperature before the

inlet reducing section (R)

ROTA - Fuel mass flow rotameter reading

PUPT - Gas pressure in the uptake section

(inches H20)
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D) Adjust the uptake tempera",ure and pressure as neces-

sary using a combination of inlet globe valve,

cooling air bypass valve, and fuel control valve

changes until the desired test Mach number is

obtained.

E) if inlet air temperature has been allowed to

stabilize prior to gas generator operation, it will

be found that, once the desired uptake temperature

and Mach number have been set, no adjustments to

the system will be required during data runs.

Uptake temperature will be maintained within plus

or minus four degrees and uptake Mach number will

vary less than 0.001 under most circumstances. The

largest variations in uptake Mach number observed

have been during pumping coefficient runs when

changes in secondary flow induce large changes in

uptake pressure. If the gas generator is at the

operating point prior to closing the plenum, it

will be unnecessary to make adjustments for the

slight increase (0.0005 to 0.0010) in Mach number

which occurs when secondary flow is shut off.
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IV. SECURING THE SYSTEM

A) When data runs are complete, shut down the gas

generator by reducing the fuel pressure to minimum

and immediately closing the solenoid operated emer-

gency fuel cutoff valve.

1) Shut off the high pressure fuel pump.

2) Shut off the fuel supply pump.

3) Open the cooling air bypass valve fully.

4) Open the inner bypass glove valve until an

inlet pressure (PNH) of 4.0-5.0 inches Hg is

obtained.

5) Allow the gas generator to run in this manner

until the uptake temperature drops to approxi-

mately the inlet air temperature.

6) Close the fuel system bulkhead and tank isola-

tion valves. It is good practice to refill the

fuel service tank at the end of each operating

period. Keeping the tank full of fuel reduces

moisture buildup from condensation. Any water

or sediment which might enter the tank during

filling will have time to settle out and can

be removed through the stripping connection

prior to the next lightoff.
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B) When the gas generator has cooled sufficiently, the

air compressor may be shut down.

1) Close the compressor suction butterfly valve.

2) Stop the electric motor.

3) When the compressor oil pressur falls below 20

PSIG, switch the auxiliary oil pump control from

the "automatic" to the "hand" position.

4) Allow the lube oil system to run for one hour or

until the compressor bearing temperatures are

less than 80°F.

5) Stop the auxiliary lube oil pump.

6) Stop the cooling tower fan and cooling water

pump.

C) Close the 4 inch butterfly manual isolation valve.

D) Close the inlet bypass globe valve.

E) Open the nozzle box drain valve.

F) Close the manometer isolation valves. It is also

good practice to disconnect the inlet air pressure

(PNH) and reducing section pressure drop (DELPN)

manometers at the manometer. Other users of the

compressor operate at pressures sufficient to over-

pressurize these instruments. Over-pressurization
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of the mercury manometer which measures the inlet

pressure could result in a hazardous mercury spill.

G) De-energize the main power panel and shut off the

thermocouple readouts.
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APPENDIX B

CALIBRATION

The use of pressure drop data across nonstandard metering

devices requires that the flow restrictor be calibrated to a

known or well defined measuring standard. In the case of the

experimental apparatus used in the conduct of this experimental

work, calibration of the entrance nozzle was essential in

effective determination of the air mass flow rate.

The entrance nozzle calibration arrangements utilized was

that of Ross [Ref. 6]. An ASME standard Hershel-type Venturi

was used as the primary flow measuring device. Data was

recorded over a range of inlet pressure drop values from 2.0

in. water to a maximum nominal pressure drop of 10.0 in. water.

This data is shown in Table XXVIII.

For the Hershel-type Venturi the mass flow rate is given

by equation II-III-15C of [Ref. 15]

2 4-0.5 0.5
ma 0.099702 C dyd F (1-) (phW ) (lbm/sec) (eqn B.l)

where "CdI is the discharge coefficient of the venturi, "Y#?

is the expansion factor, "d" is the throat diameter (in.), F

is the area thermal expansion factor, "0" is the ratio of

throat diameter to entrance diameter, "P" is the density of

the fluid and "h " is the differential pressure (in. water).
2
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After analyzing the data recorded in Table XXIX, it was

decided that a linear curve fit in the range of mass flow

rates most commonly encountered in previous experimental

work would provide the best predictor of the actual mass

flow conditions. The range of mass flow rates selected was

approximately 0.875-1.740 ibm/sec of air which is considered

to effectively bracket the range of experimentally encountered

mass flows.

The entrance nozzle calibration is shown in Figure 42

with the data utilized being contained in Table XXIX.

The entrance nozzle was modeled as a venturi using the

functional relationship

M ai- f (P -PT

which is given by equation 11-111-15C of [Ref. 15]. Detailed

entrance nozzle mass flow calibration calculations are con-

tained in [Ref. 6], Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The determination of the uncertainties in the experi-

mentally determined pressure coefficients and pumping

coefficients was made using the methods described by pre-

vious researchers. The basic uncertainty analysis for

the cold flow eductor model test facility was conducted

by Ellin (Ref. 2] and Hill tRef. 9] follows this develop-

ment in analysis of the hot flow facility. Hill's

analysis has been corrected for changes in the measured

uncertainties resulting from the installation of new fuel

flow measuring equipment. The uncertainties obtained using

the second order equation were applicable to the experimental

work conducted during the present research and are listed here.
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UNCERTAINTY IN MEASURED VALUES

Parameter Value Uncertainty

TAMB 537 R +1

TUPT 1415 R +1

B 29.83 in Hg +0.005

DELPN 6.20 in H 2 0 +0.05

PUPT 13.6 in H 2 0 +0.05

ROTA 28.0 +0.2

PNH 5.9 in Hg +0.05

TNH 649 R +0.2

PPLN 5.18 in H 20 +0.01

UNCERTAINTY IN CALCULATED VALUES

P*/T* 1.1%

W*T * 0 ".4 4  1.4%
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